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But Ride Safely!
None of the bikes in
this scene are visible
to the truck driver.
Be Safe! Be Seen!
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Leo Buckon

The second annual BMWMOC “Rolling Rally” was a success this past weekend. Just 9 riders were able
to make the rally this spring. It was a success in spite of the lack of numbers. The ride on Friday went
smoothly through the Ohio and Pennsylvania countryside. Yielding to Mike Kanczak’s demand for an
early start, we were kickstands up at 9am for fun day of riding the roads in the Cook Forest area of PA.
No rain and perfect riding temps made for a very enjoyable day of riding followed by Pizza Dinner
sponsored by the club. Because the riders were so well behaved (and there were only 9 of us) the club
also treated them to a frozen custard dessert. Thank you to Mike and Kurt for their effort to put this
ride together. The hotel accommodations were nice and comfortable and the bar in the hotel served
cold beer that capped off the day’s riding nicely. It would have been good if more attended, but the
nine of us had a blast.
For those that prefer a camping rally to a hotel, you will get your chance at the end of this month. Jim
Sedivy has made arrangements for a getaway weekend June 29, 30, July 1, 2018. This will be held at
the same campground we used for our Rally in June 2016. Please support the club by getting your reservations in and attending. If you can’t make it for the entire weekend, please try to get to the dinner
on Saturday night. It is just a couple hour ride away. Details can be found on the website at
BMWMOC.org or contact Jim at jsedivy9@yahoo.com / (440) 729-7656 or (216) 496-2640.

Leo Buckon

Mark Your Calendar’s
and put on your biggest smile!
Time for our Annual Club Photo
7:30 PM at the July 5th monthly meeting
At the Cottonwood Picnic Pavilion
Valley Parkway, Cleveland MetroParks,
Fairview Park, OH
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Pat Corrigan
In general, motorcycle riders seem to think that there are two kinds of people in this world; those
of us that ride and those that don’t. Some of us also believe that this differentiation affords us some special hierarchical status, a trait that sets us apart if you will, as if perhaps we are more evolved (despite
the fact that much of the non-riding public thinks the exact opposite). We often hear the exhortation that
“it is not what you ride, but that you ride” that matters. Yet for all that special status, we find that we are
just like the rest of humankind, complete with our slang terminology and labels for devotees of various
brands of bikes. There are bikers, motorcyclists, rockers, mods, 1%er (one percenter), squids, rubies
(rich urban bikers), Bambi (born again middle aged biker), belly shovers, newbies, posers, safety Nazis,
wannabees, waxers, weekend warriors, checkbook bikers, graybeards, lone wolves, rice jockeys, scooter
trash, trailer queens, organ donors and on and on ad nauseum.
In this, our current issue, we are fortunate to be able to share the insights of two riders who have
spent much of their time in the “camps of the enemy”. Like many of our club members, Ed Desimone and
Jeff (Chaplain Sidecar) Claes each own a BMW motorcycle in addition to other brands of bikes. In their
cases however, Harley Davidson’s’ have been their long term ride of choice. Ed and his wife Cris joined
the BMW MOC last year after acquiring an R nine T Scrambler and they have become very active at
meetings, in addition to their riding at every opportunity. Ed’s thoughts on the reaction that many have
had to the uncooperative weather of this spring along with the pictures he has taken at numerous early
season rallies shows that he is a man that not only talks the talk but also walks the walk. Jeff, a long time
resident of the Lone Star State, was a high school friend of our own Black Sheep Peter (aka “Lightnin’”)
Stokes. When Jeff got wind of last year’s Black Sheep 18 day road trip to Utah, he joined the group whose
ranks had already swelled, signing on as our spiritual advisor and offering wisdom where none had previously been found. Jeff soon found himself wondering what he had signed up for but survived nonetheless and lived to share his story. His article “Rumble in the Wind” first appeared in the Wheels of Grace
magazine. We are fortunate that they granted permission for us to reproduce it here in the CCN.
Consider yourself invited to partake of their words and pictures. I believe that you will come to
realize that in the end, we all value the same things. Although we talk about the freedom of the road, the
wind in our hair and the bugs in our teeth, it is the places we experience and the people that we meet
that makes this passion we share so rewarding. Many thanks go to Ed and Jeff for sharing their stories
and their friendship.

Pat Corrigan
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Ed and Cris Desimone

Jeff “Chaplain Sidecar” Claes

The CCN is published quarterly, at the
beginning of each season. We welcome
and encourage member submissions.
Deadlines for submissions are:

Spring CCN

March 15

Summer CCN

June 15

Fall CCN

September 15

Winter CCN

December 15

The BMW MOC is Chartered Club #196
with both the BMW MOA and the BMW RA
national organizations. The BMW MOC is a Not-For
-Profit Corporation of the Great State of Ohio
consisting of about 175 riding enthusiasts mostly
in the Northeast Ohio Area.
The Club is an active group with a common
interest in BMW Motorcycles and the people who
ride them.
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Ed Desimone
Carpe Diem. Seize the day. I've been in the biker scene for most of my life
and noticed a few things. Most folks wait for the perfect day to ride. Guess
what? Very few of them, most of the time it's too cold, too rainy, too hot,
etc. Guess what else. I've had the majority of my best times riding on imperfect days. None of us are guaranteed tomorrow. I have seen too many
of my friends put off living just to find old age and disease has sidelined
them. I can name names, but won't. Please folks, live while you have life!

Ed Desimone
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BMW RA Spring Campout
Ed Desimone
The RA Spring Rally was a huge success even though Mother Nature wasn't done flinging winter weather
at us. Friday afternoon started sunny and in the seventies. About five miles into my ride, the skies
dumped rain on me, and the temps plummeted into the fifties. Luckily, the rain let up and didn't return
until before daybreak on Saturday for a brief shower. Friday night found us enjoying a pot luck dinner
and tall tales around the fire. Saturday was a bit nippy in the forties and overcast. After breakfast, about
half of us went riding through the curvy country lanes surrounding us, and the rest relaxed in camp.
Evening brought and even bigger pot luck dinner serving various dishes from venison to pizza and soups
to pasta e Faggioli! Again, the place to be was around the fire for much needed warmth and laughs. We
woke to frost on Sunday morning, broke camp, and said goodbyes until next time!
Ed Desimone
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Visit the calendar on https://bmwmoc.shutterfly.com/calendar for an updated list of events
Ohio RA Rawiga Road Campout
June 22 - 24, 2018
Rawiga Road- The Ringstmeiers
8988 Rawiga Road, Seville , OH

Mama Tried’s Flat Out Friday
July 27, 2018
Wolstein Center
2000 Prospect Ave E, Cleveland, OH 44115

BMW MOC Squires Castle Loop Ride
10 AM Departure on June 24, 2018
Squires Castle - Cleveland MetroParks
Chagrin River Rd., S of Chardon Rd. (Rt. 6)

Fuel Cleveland
July 28th, 12 - 8 pm
Ingenuity Center / Skidmark Garage
5401 Hamilton Ave., Cleveland, OH 44114

BMW MOC Spring Campout
June 29 - July 1, 2018
A-1 Twin Valley Campground, Carrollton, OH

41st Annual Boone Rally
August 9 - 13, 2018
KOA CG, 1258 Ray Brown Rd., Boone, NC 28607

BMW MOC Monthly Membership Meeting
June 7, 2018 @ 7:00 p.m.
Cottonwood Picnic Pavilion
Valley Parkway, Fairview Park, OH

Mill Hollow Crusin’ Classic Car Show Ride
August 12, 2018
Vermilion, OH

AMA Vintage Motorcycle Days
July 6 - 8, 2018
Mid - Ohio Sports Car Course, Lexington, OH

Annual Four Winds BMW Rally
August 17-19, 2018
Redbank Valley Municipal Park
New Bethlehem, PA

BMW MOA 2018 International Rally
July 12 - 15, 2018
Iowa State Fairgrounds Des Moines, IA

Easyriders Rodeo Tour
August 30 - Sept. 3, 2018
Ross County Fairgrounds, Chillicothe, OH

WV Mountain Mayhem - GS Giant 2018
July 16 - 19, 2018
Milleson's Walnut Grove Campground
1971 Milleson Road, Springfield, WV 26763

Finger Lakes Rally
August 31 - Sept. 3, 2018
Watkins Glen Hidden Valley Group Camp
Watkins Glen, NY

BWM RA 2018 National Rally
July 19 - 21, 2018
Tioga County Fairgrounds, Wellsboro, PA

MOA Getaway - Eureka Springs, AR
August 17 - 20, 2018
Inn of the Ozarks, Eureka Springs, AR 72632
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Wailin’ Wayne Weekend
September 6 - 9, 2018
New Straitsville, OH

The Distinguished Gentlemans Ride
September 30, 2018
Cleveland, OH

BMW MOC Fall Ribfest Campout
Sept. 21 - 24, 2018
Whispering Hills Jellystone Park
8181 OH Route 514, Big Prairie, OH 44611

Adventure Ribfest 2018
October 18 - 21, 2018
Bell Branch Trail (N of Bell Branch Road)
Centerville, TN 37171

Bikes, Blues and BBQ
Sept. 26 - 29, 2018
Fayetteville, AR

Ohio RA Halloween Campout
Oct, 19 - 21, 2018
Tappan Lake Park
84000 Mallarnee Road, Deersville, OH 44693
Send rally and event info to: fotopat@aol.com

BMW MOC Summer Campout
June 29 - July 1, 2018
A-1 Twin Valley Campground
23300 Apollo Road SE, Carrollton, OH 44615
The weekend includes beverages and Friday chili, snacks, Sat. breakfast and Ride, Sat. evening catered
Bar-Bee-Que. The weekend RALLY Fee is $29 PER PERSON for the above food + beverages plus Camping Fee is $15 per night per TENT. (There are hotels nearby too)
If you only want to come Saturday for the Ride and Bar-Bee-Que then $17/person covers it.
Send your reservation payment by PayPal to BMWMOC196@gmail.com
OR
Contact Jim Sedivy for more info and to reserve:
jsedivy9@yahoo.com / (440) 729-7656 or (216) 496-2640

Wednesday Morning Breakfast and Ride
Every Wednesday, rain or shine, riders meet for breakfast at Bob Evans located at:
266 Highland Road E, (Rt. 8 & I-271), Macedonia, OH 44056

Club members usually arrive before 9 and by 10, we are ready to ride.
If it’s lousy weather, we just go home, or maybe not. We decide at 10.
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Author
The 2018 BMW MOA International Rally will be held at The Iowa
State Fairgrounds in Des Moines, IA from July 12 - 15, 2018.
RALLY REGISTRATION IS NOW OPEN!
REGISTER TWO PEOPLE FOR $99 DURING THE MONTH OF
FEBRUARY (OR ONE PERSON FOR $55)

Join the GS Giants at the WEST VIRGINIA MOUNTAIN
MAYHEM event July 16-19, 2018 at Milleson’s Walnut
Grove Campground located in Springfield, WV.
Following their rally in West Virginia, the GS Giants will
head north to the BMW RA Rally in Wellsboro, PA
where they will continue their points competition.
For more info, contact:
Lori Payne via email at lpayne@payneff.com
Or (phone: 818-414-8324)

A rider's rally of discovery and touring awaits you from July 19 - 22,
2018 in the Pennsylvania mountains and back woods at the 2018
BMW Riders Association International Rally in central Pennsylvania,
home of some of the finest riding roads in North America. The roads
in the Keystone State are extraordinary, well-paved and extremely
rural. Pennsylvania hosts more small highways and byways than any
other state in the country. Little towns and villages are connected
by both paved and unpaved roads, with plenty of picturesque farms,
hills, mountains, and covered bridges that pepper the landscape.

Pre-register HERE!
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Flat Out Friday Cleveland and Fuel Cleveland
Fuel Cleveland presents Mama Tried Motorcycle Show’s Flat Out Friday, an indoor, flat track, motorcycle race, on July 27th at the Wolstein Center. Tickets are on sale now and can be purchased at the Wolstein Center Ticket Office or http://www.wolsteincenter.com/event/flat-out-friday/.
Flat Out Friday is an indoor, flat track, motorcycle race on a Dr. Pepper soda syrup surface. Competing
in nine classes, sign up is now open for Brakeless, Open Amatuer, Youth, Open Vintage, MadDawg,
Women, Pro, Hooligan and Goofball.
The Fuel Cleveland motorcycle show takes place the following day on Saturday, July 28 2018. Fuel
Cleveland is a free and family-friendly event showcasing world-class custom and rare motorcycles and
motorcycle related photography, paintings and artwork. The show takes place from noon until 8 p.m.
at the Hamilton Collaborative 5401 Hamilton Ave. Cleveland OH 44114. All Fuel Cleveland show information can be found at www.fuelcleveland.com.
Registration for all race classes is open to the public. Registration forms and an updated list of registered riders can be found at http://www.flatoutfriday.com/. You must pre-register to race and a list of
registration fees can be found at the web site.
Racers have included American Motorcycle Association Pros Parker Lange, Cole Fealy, Christian Johnson and Dan Jacobson. Hooligan riders included Harley-Davidson Motor Company riders Scott Jones,
Brandon Gonzalez, Mark Atkins and Chris Wiggins arriving from California.
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by Kevin Clemens

Two Wheels Through Terror
Diary of a South American Motorcycle Odyssey
By
Glenn Heggstad
Less than three weeks after the September 11, 2001 terrorist attacks on the World Trade Center, Glen
Heggstad left southern California on a motorcycle trip. His intent was to ride through Central and South
America to Ushuaia in Tierra del Fuego, the southernmost city in the world, and then return back home
again. His dream was not an unusual one--the route through Latin America is a well-traveled one for motorcycle adventurers. He'd done his homework, researched the places he would be visiting and had prepared his motorcycle for the rigors of third-world travel. Although the tragedy of 9/11 weighed heavily
on his mind, he figured that if he didn't go on his long planned trip, the terrorists would win.
The first part of the trip, through Mexico and Central America was reasonably uneventful, aside from the
usual dangers posed by unpaved roads, poorly driven buses and food-borne illnesses. Heggstad clearly
enjoys travel in Mexico and his warmth for the country's rural population comes out through his writing.
Working his way further south, he finally ends up shipping his motorcycle across the impassable Darien
Gap to Bogota, Colombia.
He had been warned that Colombia was dangerous, due to several guerilla insurgent groups operating in
the countryside. He decided to try for a cross-country dash, a decision that on November 6th, proved to
be a grave mistake. Heggstad was pulled from his motorcycle and captured by the Ejercito de Liberacion
Nacional (ELN), Colombia's deadliest rebel army. The group financed its activities largely through kidnapping and the AK-47-toting guerillas looked at an American hostage as pure gold. It was the beginning
of a five week nightmare--the rebels provided him with only enough food and water to keep him barely
alive, moved him almost constantly and beat and tortured him. His description of his treatment at the
hands on the ELN is not for the faint of heart. Heggstad, who is a martial arts instructor, used his training
to maintain his sanity, even while his body was wasting away under the constant assault. Near death, he
takes a desperate gamble with his life that ultimately results in his release.
Perhaps the most amazing part of the story is not that Heggstad survived (he was traded to the Red
Cross) but that following his captivity and in poor physical condition, he refused an offer by the US State
Department to bring him home, preferring instead to stay in South America and continue his trip. His
friends in California arranged for a new motorcycle and equipment to be sent to Ecuador, and after some
minimal physical and psychological recuperation time he picks up his travel narrative, traveling through
ten countries over the next six months and finally returning home to California in June 2002.
(con’t.)
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Heggstad, who is known to motorcycle adventurers (AdvRider.com) worldwide as the "Striking Viking"
is a good story teller with a nice sense of pace and an occasional habit of understating the trials and tribulations he experienced. His mental and physical toughness is tested time and again, tests that not everyone might pass so successfully. During his trip he had regularly posted updates to a web site and he
used these short missives to build his book. Unfortunately this occasionally leads to some choppiness in
the narrative and occasional repetition from chapter to chapter.
Following his South American adventure, Heggstad sold his possessions, packed up his bike, and set off
on a trip around the world. This adventure became the subject of a National Geographic documentary
and resulted in another book in 2009 titled One More Day Everywhere: Crossing 50 Borders on the Road
to Global Understanding. An ability to relate the complex emotions that come with extended travel in
foreign places, so aptly demonstrated in Two Wheels Through Terror, makes him a fine guide to those
who wish to explore the planet on two wheels.
Copyright 2009 Kevin Clemens (speedreaders.info)
Used with permission.
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A New Twist on Bike Building
When Mick Skowronsky was called on by a friend for advice on building a “rocking bike”
for the friends young son, well Mick figured out just what needed to be done. Mick is the
kind of guy that does not believe in half measures. He stepped up to the plate, prepared
the plans, executed the build and made a friend very happy and his friends’ son’s dreams
come true. Well done, Mick! Well done indeed!
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On Technique
What is Trail Braking and How It’ll Make you a Better Rider and Driver
By Justin Mendenhall
Trail braking is a skill that requires practice and keen attention to detail. Many who've learned the technique did so by either practicing on a race track or by attending an advanced riding school.
Simply put but complex in nature, trail braking is the art of using the brakes from the initial braking point,
all the way through to the apex. It's often discussed at the Basic Riders Course offered by the Motorcycle
Safety Foundation (MSF); however, this is not a basic skill. It's not until the MSF Advanced Rider Course
do they try to put this method to pavement, and even then it's limited. It's a progressive skill that every
rider should eventually try and master, but be cautious.
[EDIT NOTE: Practice on a road you know, or better yet a race track, not some canyon twisties
you've never been on before while simultaneously trying to keep up with a bunch of buddies you've
never ridden with.]
Why you should learn it
There are two main reasons the skill is learned and then applied. One, it provides a contingency for emergencies on the street while going into a corner on the road. Two, it helps a rider get around a racetrack
faster. Neither venue alone is exclusive to proper cornering technique—a rider can corner just fine by using the tried and true method:
See braking point and entry point, brake (set entry speed), look through the corner, turn in, steady throttle
to reference points or apex, find exit point, accelerate to exit point while coming out of your lean, and
stand the bike up.
[EDIT NOTE: Same way novice car drives are taught on the race track: complete braking while pointed
straight, coast through the turn, then apply gas as exiting the corner.]
This algorithm (or something very similar) is taught at every riding school on the planet. This technique
requires the braking to be completed while the bike is vertical; however, it creates conditions where the
entry speed must be spot on in order to negotiate the turn correctly.
If a corner is entered with no brakes and at too high of a speed, you’ve basically reduced your options to
adding more lean angle. In this scenario, you risk grabbing the brakes when you see an unexpected surprise, or standing the bike up and running off the road. Connecting the dots through a corner should be a
fluid motion—too much or too little entry speed negates this.
Trail braking offers several benefits. First, it dials in entry speed and allows a rider to fine tune corner
speed. Second, it stabilizes the motorcycles chassis by sharpening steering and controlling load on the
front tire. Third (on the street especially), it gives a rider the ability to increase lean angle without running
wide, and helps to avoid obstacles on the road. Lastly (on the track especially), it’s essential for overtaking another rider going into a corner or protecting a line to the apex.
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How it’s done
First off, proper use of the front brake while vertical is key to trail braking successfully. Jabbing, clamping, or jerking the front brake lever will not end in fun times. Remember: Slow is smooth and smooth is
fast. It's just like pulling a handgun from the holster to present to a target—the mind may be going fast,
but the dexterity of deliberate motion is slower. This method, when practiced at brake points, leads directly into the next step of trail braking.
From the initial brake point onward, the brake lever is gradually released as the lean of the motorcycle
increases to its maximum point. Once the bike reaches maximum lean, the brakes
are slowly and completely released. The throttle is then slowly and smoothly applied after. This all needs
to happen in one fluid process. Feel and finesse is key to mastering this.
Mechanics and Stability
Releasing the bite from the front brake pads off the rotors will abruptly cause the front fork springs to rebound at speed—whether the bike is vertical or not. Braking deep and hard the proper way, while transitioning for corner entry will (most of the time) cause weight to be lifted from the rear tire. Depending on
how aggressive the brakes are being released from this state dictates stability, but it's definitely manageable while vertical.
If you abruptly release heavy brake pressure while dragging knee, the springs will again push down and
then back up inside the front fork tubes on rebound. This can move the front tire in undesirable ways, creating more instability or a low side crash.
The physics are much more pronounced while leaned over in a corner. If there is one place where being a
smooth operator counts, it's here. The suspension and tires are not at their optimum angle for taking sudden changes in movement or stress while in a corner. Again, remember: Smooth is fast.
Applying gobs of brakes results in similar outcomes and is much more dangerous at turn in or mid corner.
If a rider is on the gas to the apex (at a lean) and abruptly applies the front brakes, this will disrupt the
chassis and put the motorcycle in the worst geometry for steering. Collapsing the front fork will suddenly
stand the bike up and push a rider wide out into a place he or she doesn’t want to go.
Let’s not forget that the front tire's contact patch shrinks or enlarges very quickly when a rider abruptly
releases or applies front brake while leaned over. Grip comes into play, and a low side crash ensues if the
change is drastic.
Coasting is the worst possible way to negotiate a corner. Diametrically releasing the brakes into gradual
acceleration from the apex keeps the suspension compressed and creates bike stability throughout the entire turn. Here's an interesting nugget: Trail braking changes the geometry of a motorcycle by shortening
its wheelbase, allowing for tighter turns, even for a cruiser. A Harley-Davidson Dyna Wide Glide can corner amazingly well with an apt pilot at the helm.
Things to Consider
Trail braking can fix little mistakes. The front tire of a motorcycle can only handle only a certain amount
of lateral stress. The dearth of usable grip comes when the front tire has met its max load, which is based
on a couple of factors. Track surface temperature, tire temperature, and too much front brake together will
spell disaster. The technique is gradual and steady release of the front brake, and not the application thereof. Other factors to consider is the roadway or a race track's grip levels, gravel, sand, oil, and black top
patches that can be encountered while cornering.
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The last thing to consider is that trail braking is highly corner and situation dependent. The ability to utilize this technique allows you to make mid-corner adjustments in order to fine tune speed and direction.
There are times when even on a race track trail braking is not required—like conducting a quick turn. Easing into practice is key, feeling how the front tire reacts is what sets the threshold for both comfort
and confidence.
RideApart.com
February 4, 2015
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Are you “connected” to the club online?
Shutterfly
While you can easily access the club’s photo pages and calendar of events from links on the club
website, you also have the option of greater accessibility with more options, at no cost, simply by taking
advantage of your existing technology.
The Club maintains an Online Photo Album on Shutterfly.com. A FREE membership on Shutterfly
enables you more access as well as the ability to post your own pictures. You can then use the Shutterfly
site to create your own share sites as well as a whole host of personalized photo products.
For Shutterfly Sites, there are various levels of access. The "Owners" are those who have created
and maintain the site and have full access. "Members" are those whose names are listed as members of
the site. Once these members have created a Shutterfly Account, they can log onto the site and have access to all of the site areas for viewing, posting pictures and content and downloading, but not editing.
They can also customize the appearance of the site for their own use. Members who do not open a free
account with Shutterfly cannot log onto the site and they therefore have the same restricted access as a
Visitor. Membership to the site is reserved for members of the BMW MOC club in good standing.
"Visitors" are those who can view the site by virtue of obtaining the URL. They are restricted from access to certain areas and can only view other areas. To get started, you have to first open a free Shutterfly Account and then create your own My Shutterfly space where you will upload your images. There,
you will organize your images into Folders which contain Albums. Once you have done that, you can
then add pictures to various Shutterfly Sites that you create, or ones that others have created and to
which you belong. For more information, go to shutterfly.com and follow the instructions.

Google Calendar
Another way to stay in the loop with club events is to have access to the club’s calendar of events
on your smart phone. Both free and easy. Open a google.com email address. Load the google calendar
app to your smart phone. Send your google email address to Pat Corrigan so that you can be added to
the list of recipients and then customize your calendar app to show the calendar(s) to which you are
subscribed.

Facebook
The club also maintains a Closed Group page on Facebook under our official club name of the
BMW Motorcycle Owners of Cleveland. Club members may be added as members to the page which
enables them to post and see posts, while non club members may only like and follow. Here we can
share non-political, family friendly info and posts of mutual interest with fellow club members.
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Originally published in RoadRUNNER Magazine
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ROMEO Rides

Get your grub on!
If riding in retirement is your thing and
eating well is your other thing, then this
group of guys and gal(s) is for you!
Wednesday mornings at 9 AM at the Bob
Evans in Macedonia. Be there or ride
alone and go hungry! You’ve been warned!
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“But Officer, I didn’t see him!”
Inattentional Blindness:
Why Drivers May Fail to See Motorcycles in Plain Sight
A Press Release from the Human Factors and Ergonomics Society
Thursday, January 4, 2018

The disproportionately high number of motorcycle-related traffic accidents may be linked to the way
the human brain processes—or fails to process—information, according to new research published
in Human Factors, “Allocating Attention to Detect Motorcycles: The Role of Inattentional Blindness.”
The study examines how the phenomenon of inattentional blindness, or a person’s failure to notice
an unexpected object located in plain sight, might explain the prevalence of looked-but-failed-to-see
(LBFTS) crashes, the most common type of collision involving motorcycles.
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According to human factors/ergonomics researchers Kristen Pammer, Stephanie Sabadas, and
Stephanie Lentern, LBFTS crashes are particularly troublesome because, despite clear conditions
and the lack of other hazards or distractions, drivers will look in the direction of the oncoming motorcycle—and in some cases appear to look directly at the motorcycle—but still pull into its path.
Pammer, a professor of psychology and the associate dean of science at Australian National University, notes, “When we are driving, there is a huge amount of sensory information that our brain must
deal with. We can’t attend to everything, because this would consume enormous cognitive resources
and take too much time. So our brain has to decide what information is most important. The frequency of LBFTS crashes suggests to us a connection with how the brain filters out information.”
The researchers recruited 56 adults and asked them to examine a series of photographs depicting
routine driving situations taken from the driver’s perspective. The respondents were to determine
whether the image represented a safe or unsafe driving environment. In the final photograph, the
researchers manipulated the image to include an unexpected object, either a motorcycle or a taxi,
and asked participants if they noticed either object.
Although 48% of all participants reported that they didn’t notice any additional object, they were significantly less likely to detect the motorcycle (65%) than to notice the taxi (31%).
Further evidence that inattentional blindness could be present was revealed in the results of a survey administered before the experiment, the purpose of which was to gauge participants’ overall perception of each vehicle in the photos. Although they believed a motorcycle was just as likely to be on
the road as a taxi, they thought they would be far less likely to notice the motorcycle.

Pammer and coauthors believe their study highlights the need to encourage drivers to be more motorcycle-aware. Training programs could be required for all novice drivers.
“Motorcycles appear to be very low on the priority list for the brain when it is filtering information,”
Pammer adds. “By putting motorcyclists higher on the brain ‘radar’ of the driver, hopefully drivers will
be more likely to see them. In the meantime, we need to be more vigilant, more active, and more
conscious when driving.”

EDITOR’S NOTE:
In this day and age of distracted drivers and high traffic density, all the more reason to follow
the advice of the Motorcycle Safety Foundation and wear All The Gear All the Time.
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by Peter Stokes
A proverbial plethora of provocative picks
posted by a pseudo professorial pundit.

8 of the Most Inspiring Female Adventure Bike Riders
Rider Skills: Body Position for Ultimate Control & Comfort | Ramey Stroud
Serpent’s Bones
The Virtual Blue Ridge Bookstore
Passed Out
Does the new Gold Wing have a Big Problem?
Top Motorcycle Podcasts
American Sign Museum

2018 Honda CRF1000L2 Africa Twin Adventure Sports first ride
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Peter’s Undeniable Laws of the Universe:
Law of Mechanical Repair After your hands become coated with grease, your nose will begin to itch and you'll
have to go to the toilet.

Law of Gravity Any tool, nut, bolt, screw, when dropped, will roll to the least accessible place in
the universe.

Law of Probability The probability of being watched is directly proportional to the stupidity of your act.

Law of Random Numbers If you dial a wrong number, you never get a busy signal; someone always answers.

Variation Law If you change lines (or traffic lanes), the one you were in will always move faster than
the one you are in now.

Law of the Bath When the body is fully immersed in water, the telephone will ring.

Law of Close Encounters The probability of meeting someone you know INCREASES dramatically when you
are with someone you don't want to be seen with.
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Law of the Result When you try to prove to someone that a machine won't work, IT WILL!!!

Law of Biomechanics The severity of the itch is inversely proportional to the reach.

Law of the Theater & Hockey Arena At any event, the people whose seats are farthest from the aisle, always arrive
last. They are the ones who will leave their seats several times to go for food, beer,
or the toilet and who leave early before the end of the performance or the game is
over. The folks in the aisle seats come early, never move once, have long gangly
legs or big bellies and stay to the bitter end of the performance. The aisle people
also are very surly folk.

The Coffee Law As soon as you sit down to a cup of hot coffee, your boss will ask you to do
something which will last until the coffee is cold.

Murphy's Law of Lockers If there are only 2 people in a locker room, they will have adjacent lockers.

Law of Physical Surfaces The chances of an open-faced jelly sandwich landing face down on a floor are
directly correlated to the newness and cost of the carpet or rug.
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Law of Logical Argument Anything is possible IF you don't know what you are talking about.

Law of Physical Appearance If the clothes fit, they're ugly.

Law of Public Speaking A CLOSED MOUTH GATHERS NO FEET!

Law of Commercial Marketing Strategy As soon as you find a product that you really like, they will stop making it OR the
store will stop selling it!

Doctors' Law If you don't feel well, make an appointment to go to the doctor, by the time you get
there, you'll feel better. But don't make an appointment and you'll stay sick.

And finally:
Black Sheep Law # 1 If you want your event to be a memorable occasion, invite the Black Sheep!

Black Sheep Law # 2 If you invite the Black Sheep, you will not have sufficient bail money and you will be
forced from your neighborhood - (but it will be a memorable occasion!)
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